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I. Introduction

This research project examines the current swing towards left-of-center regimes in

Latin America and notes that even though many nations in Latin America are currently

run by left-leaning governments, there is still quite a bit of diversity in how individual

nations are governed. On one end of the spectrum there are nations governed by more

moderate coalition-style governments. On the other end of this spectrum there are those

nations that are under the control of overtly populist regimes. This research attempts to

determine why some countries are currently populist while others are more moderate

despite the fact that they have similar objective economic and social conditions. In order

to do so, extreme cases from each end of the spectrum are compared and examined in

great detail: Venezuela is the prototypical populist regime, and Chile is an extremely

moderate government run by a large coalition party.

Venezuela and Chile are examined to determine if either case displays evidence of

three factors: a valuable and abundant natural resource, a recent economic crisis and a

historical context that may facilitate political learning. The first two factors have been

commonly discussed and studied in terms of populism and are typically thought to

correlate highly with populism. However, the purpose of this research is to show that

evidence of abundant resources and economic crisis is not enough to determine whether a

nation will become populist. The goal of this research is to test the importance of a third

factor, political learning.
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II. Overview

Currently many countries in Latin America are experiencing a swing towards

governments that are to the left of center politically. This swing includes a wide range of

political ideologies. On one end of the spectrum there are moderate democratic socialist

parties that often are forced to act in a more centrist manner because they have formed

coalitions with moderate parties. Alternatively, populist regimes have become extremely

popular. The last decade in Latin America has seen the rise to power of populists such as

Hugo Chavez in Venezuela, Evo Morales in Bolivia and Rafael Correa in Ecuador (Green

2006). Populist governments are typically led by a charismatic figure and follow through

with policies that lead to the nationalization of major industries, freezing prices, raising

wages, land reforms and large amounts of government spending. Often times, populists

portray themselves as an alternative to the past forms of government that were

underperforming and because of this populists often run as third party candidates in order

to separate themselves from the regular party system. Populism tends to arise in a time of

economic crisis, and in countries where there is a valuable natural resource which can

easily be nationalized (Conniff 1999,50).

The importance of economic crises and natural resources cannot be debated.

However, a third factor iso often left out when discussing populism: political learning.

Political learning is the idea that governments and voting populations actually learn from

their country's past mistakes or successes (Dornbusch 1999,29). For the purpose of this

research, I will argue that political learning is more likely to occur when there is the

failure of a left wing government, followed by oppression caused by a right wing

government. A failed government will be defined, for the purpose of this research, as one
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that is unable to successfully and peacefully transfer power through democratic means. In

theory, the combination of failure and oppression should lead to learned moderation,

because the current government would try to avoid a second failure followed by a second

authoritarian regime (Huntington 1991, 134). The hypothesis is that if a country

experiences a failed left wing government and then deals with an authoritarian regime,

the following government and voting population may have learned to steer clear of less

moderate populist style regimes. However, if a country does not experience failure in its

first attempt at leftism, it is less likely followed by an authoritarian regime. Therefore the

current government and voting population will not have learned to avoid non-moderate

forms of government such as populism. I argue that this concept of political learning can

be applied to the Latin American left to determine whether a country is likely to become

populist or not. It should be noted that the first form of failed leftism that is discussed in

this study does not necessarily have to be populist. The populist governments that are

discussed in this paper are leftist governments but this does not mean all leftists are

populists.

The most different cases of Chile and Venezuela will be at the center of the study

and will be used to show how these three factors playa role. In theory if a given country

lacks natural resources, is economically stable and goes through a process of political

learning, then it is more likely to adopt a moderate government like Chile has today.

Currently Chile has a nominally socialist government, but is actually led by a president

who is part of a coalition that also involves moderate right wing parties. This coalition

style democracy occurs when numerous parties of different ideologies join together in

order to win an election. To have the best chance at victory, radical groups often set aside
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more radical ideologies and become more moderate when they join. Currently, Chile

pursues policies that allow for foreign investment and call for more cautious government

spending (Skidmore and Smith 2005, 110). In contrast, Venezuela has a wealth of natural

resources, went through a recent economic crisis and never experienced a period of

authoritarian rule that would create a strong memory that would lead to political learning.

One can argue that these three factors explain why Venezuela is governed by populist

leader Hugo Chavez today. Because Chile and Venezuela are the most different cases

they can effectively be used to layout the spectrum for the leftist governments in Latin

America. Using the most different cases enables us to at the very least determine whether

the theory ofpolitical learning holds true in the extreme cases. If the theory does not hold

up in these cases, then one can assume that the theory holds little to no weight. Having

said this, other leftist governments will fall somewhere along the spectrum. Where each

country falls depends on their results with regards to economic crises, natural resources

and political learning.

To determine whether or not the presence of political learning is in fact a valid

indicator of whether a country will be moderate or populist, the concept of political

learning will be broken down into two major factors that would indicate that political

learning has taken place in a country. These two factors are oppression by a previous

regime and populism exhibited by the current regime. Ideally countries that are widely

recognized as moderate coalition style governments should not score highly for populist

tendencies in the current government but should have high scores for oppression in past

governments because they will have gone through the political learning process. On the

other hand, the countries that score less moderately in the current governments while
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scoring low on oppression in the past governments should be most likely to be populist

regimes because they would have never experienced the severe repression that leads to

political learning and therefore they would have no fear of pursuing populist style

policies.

Economic Crisis and Timely Takeover

The fIrst factor that tends to lead to populism is the occurrence of some form of

economic crisis during the term ofa president prior to the populist leader's election. The

argument is that an economic crisis creates unrest amongst the population, who then tends to

lose faith in traditional parties and economic policies because such policies are no longer

showing positive results. Once a population has lost faith in moderate parties the electorate

often turns to a dark horse, third party populist candidate to solve their problems. It is not that

the policies of such a candidate are actually signifIcantly superior to his or her predecessors, but

that the new candidate has separated him/herself from the failures ofpast regimes.

The benefIts ofan economic crisis for a populist leader can be seen by looking at

various Latin American countries during the early 1990's. For example, Peru, Brazil and

Argentina were all hit particularly hard by the economic crisis ofthe previous decade. In the

fIrst years following their elections, presidents Fujimori ofPeru, Collor of Brazil and Menem of

Argentina all experienced high approval ratings between 60-89% based on their ability to pitch

economic plans for their countries which differed from their fellow candidates (Conniff 1999,

21). However, during the same period oftime, each country showed significant increases in

socioeconomic inequality and poverty levels. In the case of Peru this is especially evident

because Fujimori actually ran on a campaign opposing the SAP (which his two major
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opponents supported). However once in office Fujimori actually imposed SAP policies and

caused a shock to the economy (referred to as the Fujishock). Therefore, the success ofleaders

after a period ofeconomic crisis has very little to do with whether such leaders actually solve

the problems ofa country but more to do with how they separate themselves from the previous

regimes. It is for this reason that populists and third party candidates tend to do so well after

economIc cnses.

National Treasure

A second common factor in determining whether a country will elect a populist leader

is whether a given country has valuable natural resources. In a populist state, resources are

important because once they are nationalized they function much like a personal bank account

for the government to use whenever it needs more funding. A country with valuable resources

at its disposal is more likely to elect a populist because valuable resources can effectively be

nationalized and used as funding to support the large scale expensive national programs that

populists employ. Without the vast wealth provided by natural resources, most populists would

likely have no other coherent alternative economic policy (Ellner 2003, 16). Countries with

valuable and comparatively inelastic resources tend to produce more populist regimes since

these countries can receive a steady flow of funding from their resource stockpile, whereas

countries that are not endowed with such resources typically find themselves run by more

moderate governments (Ellner 2003, 17)

If an abundance of resources leads to populism, it can be argued that a lack of lucrative

natural resources leads to moderation. For example, in the case ofChile, the price of it's most

valuable resource, copper, dropped nearly 50% from 1970 to 1990 (Dorunbusch 1991). The
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case ofChilean copper shows a commodity that can decline greatly and continue to decline for

up to 20 years. Although the military regime of Augusto Pinochet did rely heavily on copper

money to fund his regime, he also promoted foreign investment in the copper industry.

Therefore, his government did not directly rely on the price of copper the same way that a

populist regime might. For this reason, Chilean copper was not sufficient to fund a populist

regime because it may have been deemed too unreliable a resource to continue to fund the large

scale public projects that a populist would pursue.

Learning Moderation

Political learning is the idea that governments and voting populations learn how to

handle certain situations based on the consequences ofpast mistakes. Some theorists question

whether or not political learning is the appropriate term to use in most situations. Some argue
. .

that "political memory"(Dornbusch 1999, 12) is a much more appropriate term, because "there

is very little capacity (or willingness) to learn from other countries' experiences" (Dornbusch

1999, 12). Essentially researchers agree that it is unlikely that governments or voting

populations will learn from the mistakes ofother countries, but it is not out ofthe question that

a government or population may remember mistakes in its own country's history. Taking this

into account, my research looks at political learning in terms of learning from a specific

memory within the country's history.

In The Third Wave, Samuel Huntington lists ways to transform a government from a

dictatorship to a democracy while keeping the military from overthrowing the goveriunent. In

the work Huntington advises nations looking to transition towards democracy to,
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"only lead from strength and never introduce democratization measures in response to

obvious pressure from more extreme radical groups....Encourage development of a

responsible, moderate opposition...Keep expectations low as to how far change can

go...Maintain backward legitimacy, that is, make changes through the established

procedures ofthe non-democratic regime and reassure stand patter groups with

symbolic concessions"(Huntington 1991, 141).

Although Huntington never directly mentions political memory, his argument is based

on the idea that current governments should try to avoid making the same mistakes that an

earlier government might have, because those mistakes lead to an oppressive authoritarian

regime. In this list he proposes ideas that avoid radical change because he knows that such

radical change is what caused the authoritarian regime to come to power in the fIrst place.

Huntington discusses three waves ofdemocracy and states that the third wave is developing a

new way to stay in power based on the previous failures ofdemocracy in a given country. In

other words, "third wave" governments learned from the mistakes ofgovernments in the past

and are now pursuing more moderate methods so that they can maintain control oftheir

country (Huntington, 1991 140-141).

Spain is a perfect example of a country that did what Huntington described in order to

maintain power and avoid a second military government. Therefore, it is important to look at

why political scientists think that Spain was able to successfully develop a democratic

government. One reason that Spain was so successful at democratizing was because after

Franco's death King Juan Carlos utilized a system ofconsociationalism during the Moncloa

pacts in order to make compromisesbetween two ideologically different groups ofpoliticians

(Arango 131, 1995). Consociationalism can be defIned as a process in which representative
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elites negotiate important decisions behind closed doors instead ofallowing a public vote. This

led to moderation in Spain because no one party left meetings overly happy with the results. All

parties had to make compromises. Secondly, Juan Carlos immediately appointed a moderate

right wing member ofthe Franco government, Adolfo Suarez, to the position ofPrime minister.

This demonstrated that Juan Carlos knew not to stray too far to either political extreme because

a polarized system which changed too quickly was what led to the Spanish Civil war and

eventually the Franco dictatorship in the first place (Arango 1995, 115). Thirdly, Spain actually

used the old authoritarian constitution to go about making changes (Arango 1995, 120). Again

this showed Juan Carlos' ability to learn from the radical changes made by Spain's first

republic. Finally, the Spanish voting population was able to choose a moderate option in the

first post-Franco election. In this first election the centrist and more moderate leftist parties in

Spain (The Democratic Center Union and the Spanish Socialist Workers Party) received a

combined 64% of the vote whereas no other party received over 10% of the vote. All of these

instances show a preference towards moderation which one can argue is due to the fact that

Juan Carlos and the Spanish people remembered what happened in the past when the country

became polarized.

Learning in Populism

Previous works give a general understanding of how political memory occurs

(Huntington 1991,140-141). However, their research only touches on political memory

with regards to democracy. This research project argues that this same type of political

memory can help determine whether a nation will have a populist style government or

not. To show that this learning takes place, I will be argue that when a radical leftist
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movement fails and is followed by an oppressive authoritarian regime, political memory

of that past leftist failure and of the consequences that followed will keep the current

government from becoming populist. However, if this sequence of events does not occur

then the current government is more likely to take the form of a third party populist

government like that of Chavez's Venezuela. This is because the current populist

government would have no memory of regime failure and oppression and would have no

problems pushing policies that are far left of center.

III. Contribution to Literature

While there has been research done on both the growth ofpopulism (Ellner 2003, 16)

and political learning (Dornbusch 1999, 12) there has never been any study done linking the

two. In the past, studies on the growth ofpopulism only focused on two factors: economic

crisis and valuable resources. This research adds in a third factor, in the form ofpolitical

learning, which may also be a predictor for populism.

In the past, political scientists have only discussed political learning when talking about

democracy in general. Never before has the concept ofpolitical learning been used to

determine why a country has a specific form ofdemocratic government like populism. This

research suggests that political learning theory can also be successfully used to determine

whether a country will embrace populism. Also, political learning has always been somewhat

ofan abstract idea. This research tries to quantitY the effect ofpolitical learning by looking at

various measures ofpolitical oppression under earlier regimes and comparing them to various

measures ofpopulism in current regimes.
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IV. The Cases of Chile and Venezuela

The cases ofChile and Venezuela are ideal to use to explain the theory ofpolitical

learning with regards to populism because they are opposite cases. Chile is a nation that

currently, under President Michelle Bachelet, represents a perfect example ofa moderate center

left government. While Bachelet herself is a member ofthe Chilean socialist party, she ran for

president under a larger coalition ofparties which included centrist and center right parties. The

current Chilean coalition system does not allow for either the far right or the far left to have

much ofa voice because to get votes they must combine with centrist parties as well. On the

other hand, Venezuela is the epitome ofa populist government. Under Hugo Chavez,

Venezuela has sought to nationalize its oil industry, raise wages nationally and freeze prices of

goods. Together the two countries represent both ends ofthe left ofcenter spectrum that are

currently in place in Latin America.

In addition to their current differences, the two nations could not have had more

different histories from one another. Throughout much ofits history Chile had been one ofthe

most stable and prosperous nations in Latin America (Skidmore and Smith 2004, 24). It had a

well established democratic system and had a reputation for electing moderate center right

officials into office. However, in 1970 Chileans elected socialist president Salvador Allende.

Three years offailed economic policies and later a U.S. backed coup eliminated Allende from

office and installed the military dictatorship ofAugusto Pinochet. It was not until Pinochet

stepped down in 1990 that Chile began to re-democratize.

In the case ofVenezuela there had been an agreement in 1958 between the two

dominant parties, the liberal Democratic Action party and the conservative leaning COPEI. The
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agreement known as the Pact ofPunto Fijo, showed that the two parties did not differ from one

another too much. Under the pact, the two parties chose a policy agenda prior to the election

and essentially divided up the government offices between the two major parties regardless of

who won the election. This system ofdemocracy lasted until other parties were allowed to run

in 1993. Finally, in 1999 Venezuelans elected a third party populist candidate, Hugo Chavez,

who remains the president today.

V. Chile

Economic Success

Prior to the current string of democratically elected presidents in Chile the

authoritarian Pinochet regime ran the country for 17 years. Despite running an oppressive

military government that severely limited human rights in the country, the Pinochet

regime actually handled the economy in a responsible and effective manner (Skidmore

and Smith 2004, 134). By the time the transition to democracy was made in Chile the

economy was left in stable enough condition to not cause problems for the young

democracy. The same economic strategies which Pinochet's economic team employed

could simply be continued by the incoming regimes. Positive economic trends continued

during the more center right presidencies immediately following Pinochet. In the 90's

GDp.growth per year exceeded 10% on multiple occasions. In addition, inflation was as low as

3% in 1999, which means that neither high inflation nor a lack ofeconomic growth were left

behind as major issues for the current leftist government (Dornbusch 2001,32). Since the

economic system did not need to be completely revamped, the leftist movement in Chile was
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able to stay moderate because there was not an obvious need for extreme reforms to the

existing system.

Lack ofResources

Chile is a country that lacks an abundance ofany resource valuable enough to work as

the backbone of its economy. Chile's chief export is copper and political theorists do not

believe that copper sales alone could consistently support a country because, although the

global price ofcopper can become substantial, overall it is just too volatile ofa good (Skidmore

and Smith 2004, 114). Ifone looks at copper prices since 1970 until 1990 they can find that

copper prices had gone down nearly 50% in this time period (Dornbusch 2001,53).

Clearly a commodity which can decline so significantly in value and stay low for 20

years is not sufficient to fund a populist regime, which usually spends large quantities of

money on large scale public projects.

Political Learning in Chile

Earlier it was stated that political learning occurs as the result of a failed left wing

regime being followed by an authoritarian regime. If the theory holds true, then after the

authoritarian regime those involved in politics in a given country will remember the

oppression felt by the authoritarian regime and will seek to avoid this oppression by not

venturing to far from the political center, because a failed far left movement was what led

to the authoritarian regime in the first place. The case of Chile is one which follows this

outline perfectly. Chile's first attempt at left of center politics came in the form of a far

left communist leader named Salvador Allende. Not only was Allende a socialist from the
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Popular Unity coalition that also included communist and radical parties but he was also the

first elected president in Chile to not be from a center right party. After Allende's

economic policies proved problematic he was forcibly removed from office by a United

States backed coup in 1973. The government that replaced him was an authoritarian right

wing military regime led by Augusto Pinochet which was extremely violent and

oppressive. The number of Chilean citizens murdered by the Pinochet regime is estimated

be at least 3,197, with thousands more still unconfirmed. Oppression took non-violent

forms under Pinochet as well. For example Pinochet's 1980 constitution gave him the

ability to appoint nine senators which prevented the civilian elected officials from ever

gaining a majority (Webber 1999, 529). Overall, the case of Chile perfectly shows the

transitions from far left government to authoritarian right wing government to a moderate

center left democracy.

It can be noted that the Allende government did not technically "fail" on its own

because of the coup. Although the U.S. certainly played a large part in determining the

fate of the Allende regime in Chile, it should be noted that his government looked to be

failing even before the U.S. backed coup stepped in. Allende's economic policies caused

a major economic crisis in Chile. The inflation rate sky rocketed to 463% in the last year

of the Allende presidency. Also, the public sector deficit reached 25% by 1973, which

was roughly ten times as high as it was when Allende took over as president (Bosworth,

Dornbusch and Laban 1994, 43). It is argued that while in office Allende attempted

radical leftist reforms because pressure from the Global Left to corne through with such

reforms. The global pressure played a large role in the collapse of the Chilean

government, because had this pressure not been present, the government may not have
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attempted such radical reforms (Reuss 2001,35). As the first democratically elected

member of a socialist party in Latin America during the time of the Cold War many

leftists who had been politically ignored or repressed for years now saw Allende as a

hope to push their political agenda. In his efforts to live up to these expectations Allende

may have made drastic reforms too quickly.

VI. Venezuela

Economic Crisis

Unlike the case of Chile after Pinochet, the Chavez regime in Venezuela came to

power during a time of nationwide economic crisis. In the two years prior to the 1999

Venezuelan election oil prices fell from $20.46 to $11.91. Since Venezuela is such an oil

dependent nation, with about 80% of its export income coming from oil, this statistic suggests

major problems with the Venezuelan economy. Secondly, the inflation rate in Venezuela rose

to nearly 100% just three years prior to Chavez's election in 1999 (Ellner and Hellinger 2003,

18). Together these two statistics effectively show the critical state ofthe Venezuelan economy

when Hugo Chavez was elected. Had the economy been stable during the 1999 elections there

would be a good chance Chavez would not have come to power because populists rely heavily

on the voting population's impatience and discontent with the traditional party system. Had the

traditional party system shown positive results, then there would have been no need to elect an

unproven third party candidate such as Chavez.
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Oil Wealth

Venezuela is among the most oil wealthy nations in the world which has made it an

ideal setting for a populist regime to flourish because populists need access to valuable

resources which can fund their high spending. One ofthe only reasons that such an abundance

of oil did not lead to populism earlier is because of the Punto Fijo Pact of 1958, in which the

major political parties ofVenezuela joined forces to limit competition between two major

parties. Therefore there was no opportunity for a third party populist candidate to run for office

during a good portion ofthe nation's modem history. Currently the usually high and usually

increasing price ofoil has allowed Chavez to have a long and successful period as the populist

president ofVenezuela. The decision to nationalize the oil industry was met by excitement

from much ofthe nation because it gave Chavez a method to follow through with his spending

intensive public projects. The decision "was applauded by the entire nation and stimulated

national pride;' (Ellner and Hellinger 2003, 16). The usefulness ofoil has only increased for the

Chavez regime during his presidency. The price of a barrel of oil rose rougWy $11 per barrel,

from about $16 to $27 in Chavez's first year ofpresidency alone. The continuation ofthis trend

can be seen by the fact that oil reached $126 in 2008.

It is argued that the continual flow of oil revenues has allowed Chavez to stay in power

for as long as he has (Ellner 2003, 16). The pride and revenue stimulated by nationalizing the

oil industry has effectively kept enough voters on his side to stay in power and accomplish

personal goals. For example Chavez recently was able pass to a popular referendum in 2009

which allowed him to eliininate term limits for his position (Forero 2008). Secondly, according

to a survey done by a typically anti-Chavez Venezuelan polling firm Datamllisis, Chavez's

approval rating reached 70.5% in 2005. (Wagner 2005). The survey was conducted between
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February nineteenth and March second in 2005. The survey used a sample size of 1,300

Venezuelans and asked the question "How would you evaluate the work ofPresident Hugo

Chavez for the wellbeing of the country?" The options of response were: Very good,

good, regular, leaning towards good, regular leaning towards bad, bad and very bad. The

results showed that 70.5% of those polled thought that Chavez was doing a satisfactory

job.

Lack of Learning in Venezuela

On the opposite end of the spectrum from Chile, is Venezuela. Unlike Chile,

political scientists and historians seem to offer little evidence that Venezuela followed

any of the same steps that would lead it towards the political learning of moderation. It is

understood that there were leftist leaders prior to Chavez in Venezuela, such as Carlos

Andres Perez, who did nationalize the oil and iron-ore industries (Riding 1988, 1).

However Perez was far from radical. Perez was a staunch anti-communist who spent a great

deal ofeffort actually fighting Cuban backed communist guerillas when he held the position of

Venezuelan minister ofthe interior (Riding 1988, 2). Basically, although there were left leaning

politicians in Venezuela's history, there was never anyone radical enough to merit a failed

government and authoritative military overthrow.

Not only was there no extreme shift towards an authoritative government in Venezuela

but the parties were so similar that there was really very little difference between the two major

parties in the country. While in office presidents ofboth parties achieved similar results and

were largely indistinguishable from one another. The lack ofchange from party to party caused

what is known as "democratic decay". This occurs when a voting population begins to lose
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interest in politics and voting due to the fact that they feel like there is no difference in the

options they have to choose from. One can see how to the Venezuelan people neither party

looked like it was offering much change by examining the oil prices during the presidencies of

Carlos Andres Perez (1989 -1993) and Rafael Caldera (1994-1999). Both of these presidents

were from different parties yet in both presidencies the price ofoil fell fairly dramatically. In

Perez's term oil dropped from as high as $19.50 per barrel a barrel in the first year ofhis term

to $16.74 per barrel in the final year ofhis term. When Caldera took over, the price got as high

as $18.26 per barrel in his first year as president but dropped all the way down to $9.30 per

barrel in his [mal month ofpresidency (Corrales 2001, 24). The price ofoil is an important

indicator of economic success in a country like Venezuela which depends so heavily on its oil

production. When neither party was able to improve economic conditions in Venezuela it is

easy to see why voters opted for the exciting third party candidate Hugo Chavez in 1999.

The growing frustration with the long standing two party system in Venezuela is also

shown by the multiple coup attempts against the Carlos Andres Perez' regime. In 1992 there

were two different attempts to overthrow Perez. The first ofthese attempts was orchestrated by

Hugo Chavez, who was then sent to jail for his part in the coup, where he spent two years

before being pardoned. Chavez's role in the coup attempt helped to make him a recognizable

dark horse candidate by the 1998 elections (McCoy 1999, 66). The voting population of

Venezuela was apparently not as concerned with Chavez' radical past as they were with the

fact that he seemed to bea real, charismatic alternative to the lackluster two party system that

had ruled for the last 40 years.
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VII. Significance

Proving that political learning can in fact be a valid predictor of why populism

occurs, gives political scientists a third method of explaining why certain Latin American

countries have become populist. Therefore, political scientists will be able to better

predict the future of various Latin American countries. A combination of the three

measures to predict populism can then be used to create a more complete and accurate

prediction as to whether a nation is likely to become populist. Also, this research should

show that political learning is in fact tangible and can be measured.

VIII. Data Collection for Political Learning

Breaking Down Political Learning

Because political learning is often seen as an abstract concept, there is no set way

to measure it. Therefore we will look at a combination of factors. In previous cases in

which political learning was studied, the nations involved went from some period of

oppression to a period of moderation. Therefore, the level of oppression and level of

moderation (a lack of populism) will be the two factors measured for political learning.

Oppression will be measured during a regime that occurred just prior to the current

government in a given country, since the goal is to determine if the government

remembered the consequences of radical politics. Populist tendencies on the other hand

will be measured in the current government to determine if the government has indeed

made changes based on memory. Measures of oppression that are used in this study

include, the Freedom House scores given to the oppressive regimes, the length in years of

the oppressive regime, and the ratio of military personnel per every 1000 citizens.
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Measures of moderation used in this study include: percent of votes going to moderate

parties in the last presidential election, current level of corporate income tax, a score of

how responsible the current regime's spending habits are and an overall score of

economic freedom in with a given country.

Oppression

The first measure of oppression will be the Freedom House Civil Liberties Index.

This index scores countries on a scale of 1 to 7, with 7 being the least free and 1 being the

most free. For this data, it should be noted that the available data only goes back to 1972

and some of the eras of repression start before then. Therefore the data regarding the

early years of repression for some countries will have to be ignored. The scores for each

country will be added up year by year then divided by the amount of years used to find

the average civil liberty freedom score for each nation. This will be helpful in

determining oppression because the more oppressive regimes should score higher (in the

4-7 range). It should also be noted that since Venezuela did not have a particularly

oppressive regime prior to Chavez that all of Venezuela's scores were used before 1998.

The era of the two party system in Venezuela will be tabulated as one regime.

A second measure of oppression is the number of military personnel per 1000

citizens in a given country. This should prove to be a legitimate indicator of oppression

for two reasons. First, most of the oppressive Latin American regimes were military

dictatorships or at least run by former military leaders. Secondly, over time it has been

determined that Latin American countries do not necessarily fight foreign wars (Proceso

1995, 684). Aside from a relatively small war between Peru and Ecuador and Argentina's
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failed invasion ofthe Falkland Islands, no Latin American nation has fought a war

against a foreign enemy for over fifty years. This means that Latin American militaries

are used primarily to control the population and fend off any type of movement within

the country to overthrow the government. Any excessively large military force could then

be attributed to a government which is trying very hard to control and restrict its own

population. Here a country's population is taken into account by not looking only at the

size of the military. Instead the total number of military personnel per 1000 citizens is

used to keep all countries on a level playing field.

The third measure of oppression discussed is the length of the oppressive

government. This is a valuable measure because political memories are more likely to be

engrained into the minds of leaders and the electorate if there was a lengthy period of

oppression, as opposed to a very brief period. After all it was partially the memory of a

long term dictatorship like the Franco regime in Spain proved to be a guiding force in the

formation ofthe current Spanish government (Arango 1995, 115).

One may note that a seemingly obvious choice as a measure of oppression is

missing. This of course would be the record of deaths or torture cases committed by the

oppressive regimes. The reason that any direct measure of deaths or torture could not be

used is that there is no single source available that gives this data, probably because many

nations are reluctant to release such data. Also, as a researcher it seemed irresponsible to

try to piece together data from certain sources because some sources could be more likely

to give larger totals than other sources in order to prove a point. For example the data that

Freedom House has on likely deaths that occurred in Chile under the Pinochet regime
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differ greatly from the data that the Chilean government has made pubic. Therefore, one

can see how using various sources for this data could be problematic and misleading.

Moderation

The second part of the political learning process is determining whether a country

currently has populist tendencies or whether it is more moderate in nature. Much like in

the case of oppression, there is no one general statistic which can be observed to perfectly

measure a level of moderation in the current government. Instead multiple statistical

measures have to be looked at to gain the full picture. For this study, non-populism will

be measured in three different ways.

The first measure of moderation in the current government is the percent of vote

going to moderate or coalition type parties. If people are voting mainly for moderate or

large coalition parties then they are not voting for radical or populist regimes. Coalition

governments are included in this because they group together parties from all different

viewpoints which only group together to improve their chances of winning an election.

Even if there are radical parties within this coalition, the pressure from other parties in the

coalition tend to keep the overall group fairly moderate and balanced. This is currently

the case in Chile where the current president is a member of the socialist party but this

party is part of a larger center left coalition, and therefore the president has little ability to

enforce true socialist plans.

The second measure of moderation in the current government will be a measure

of how responsible a governments spending is. The measure used will be from a study

done by the Heritage Foundation and is a score between aand 100 with 100 indicating

the most responsible. Because the high score indicates responsibility the low score
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indicates a country that spends money excessively. Excessive spending is one of the

major characteristics of a populist government, therefore countries that score poorly are

more likely to be populist, while countries that score high are more likely to be moderate.

A third measure of moderation in the current government will be a measure of the

corporate tax rates in each country. Countries with lower corporate tax rates are seen as

more moderate. This is because populist governments tend to tax privately owned

businesses much higher than other types of government would.

Finally, the last measure ofmoderation in the current government is a second

score from the same Heritage Foundation study mentioned earlier. In this case the score

used indicates the overall level of economic freedom in a given country, with a score of 0

being the least free and 100 being the most free. This score takes into account two of the

.earlier measures: corporate income tax and government spending, but it also adds in

factors such as corruption, inflation, and more. Here again the idea would be that a

country with a higher score would be more moderate and a lower score would be more

populist, because things like inflation and corruption tend to be much more prevalent in

populist states like Venezuela than exceptionally moderate states such as Chile. Overall,

after looking at all four of these measures of moderation against the three measures of

oppression, one should be able to get an idea as to which countries went through the most

political learning.
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IX. Political Learning Data

Oppression

Freedom Score
Length of Oppressive (1= more free 7= less Military per 1000

Country Era free) citizens

Venezuela 0 2.3 3.89

Chile 17 5.06 10.11

Argentina 7 5.2 5.7

Bolivia 7 4.14 4.09
12 (non

consecutive 72-79
Ecuador and 84-88) 3.5 3.76

Brazil 21 3.7 3.81

Nicaragua 11 4.88 14.04

EI Salvador 12 4.41 6.63

Guatemala 32 3.125 3.16_..

Uruguay 12 5 9.53

Fig 1: Oppression in Ten Cases

Above is the data regarding levels of oppression in ten different Latin American

countries during the 70's and 80's. First, in the case of Venezuela, it receives a 0 for

length of oppressive government because there was no history of a particularly

oppressive regime in modern Venezuelan history prior to Chavez. It has always been a

democratic nation since 1958.

It should be noted that the eras used for Nicaragua, £1 Salvador and Guatemala all

are eras of oppression during wars. The oppression measured is actually during the period

of civil war in each country. The reason being that it seemed a large long lasting civil war

would leave an exceptionally long lasting memory on a population. In the instances of

Guatemala and £1 Salvador a rightwing government was in power during this era.

However in the case of Nicaragua the leftist Sandinista movement was in power. These
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eras are used because regardless of what type of regime was in power, there was a form

of extreme oppression during each respective era due in some part to a rightwing

movement (whether they were rebels or the actual government).

The data for military presence was taken from a source that listed this statistic for

the years 1972-1985. Many of these nations did not have oppressive regimes during that

entire period of time, so the only years measured were the years in which the oppressive

regime took place. With regards to Venezuela, the data from every year was used since

there was no one regime that was more oppressive than the others. Also, some nations

such as Guatemala had longstanding oppressive regimes which lasted well past 1985.

Therefore all the data on countries was not available, so oppression was only measured

up to 1985. This may have a significant effect on the data so it should be taken into

consideration when observing the results.

Moderation

Percent of vote to
moderates in last Economic

Government presidential Freedom
Country Corporate Tax % Spending Score election Score

Venezuela 34 61.8 37% 37.1

Chile 17 89.6 99 77.2

Argentina 35 75.6 67 51.2
25 67.5

Bolivia 43 49.4

Ecuador 25 77.5 41 49.3

Brazil 34 50.3 90 55.6

Nicaragua 25 89.2 55 69.9

EI Salvador 30 26.8 48 58.3

Guatemala 31 93.9 60 61

Uruguay 25 72.6 97 69.8

Fig 2: Moderation in Ten Cases
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Above are the statistics regarding populism in the ten Latin American countries

being studied. They are taken from current governments in the given countries. This is to

see if there is any relationship between the levels of oppression during the Cold War

looked at in the previous table and the levels of populism in the current governments. It

should be noted that moderate parties were counted as any parties that function within the

realm of the Republican and Democratic parties in with the United States, but essentially

these categorizations are subjective.

It should also be noted that the statistics for the corporate tax rates, government

spending and economic freedom are all from an annual study done by the Heritage

Foundation. Because some nations are less likely to give accurate data in all of these

categories, some of the statistics used for their study were a year or two old.

x . Evaluating the Data

Initially a goal of the study was to combine various measures of populism and

oppression together so that there could be one set variable for each. However; this

involved weighting techniques that entailed subjective determinations of how much

certain factors should be weighted as opposed to others. For example it was hard to say

that length of oppressive regime should count exactly the same as the Freedom House

rating. Because there was no accurate way of weighting the data, the goal is now to

simply plot all of the measures of oppression individually against all of the measures of

populism. Although this does not give as clear cut a result as a successfully weighted

cumulative study would, one can use a combination of the data from each comparison to

fully grasp the situation.
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Results

All of the data for each comparison is represented in scatter plots with a measure

of populism in the current regime being plotted against a measure of oppression in an

earlier regime. The first graph below, plots the percent of votes going to moderate parties

in current governments against the Freedom House scores of the oppressive regimes.
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Figure 3: Freedom House Vs Moderate Votes

In this scatter plot, if the theory that political learning does in fact playa role in

determining whether a country is populist or not, then the populist leaning countries

should be on the lower left of the scatter plot, while the countries that are currently

thought of as being more moderate will be in the upper right hand corner of the scatter

plot. This is because the oppression as indicated by the Freedom House score should lead

to a lack of populism in the future if the theory holds true.

In this plot the first thing that one should take note of is that both of the cases that

were used as extreme or opposite cases for the case study done earlier, Venezuela and

Chile, appear at opposite ends of the scatter plot. Venezuela is in the lower left while
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Chile is in the upper right. This could indicate that previous levels of oppression could

playa factor in determining whether a country is moderate or populist. As for the other

countries involved, we can see that of the other countries, the two that one most

commonly regarded as being populist, Bolivia and Ecuador each appear closer to the

origin than most countries listed. While Uruguay and Argentina two of the countries

typically regarded as more stable fairly moderate nations are each grouped in the upper

right. All of this seems to point towards some sort of relationship between political

learining and populism.

One can also note that Brazil seems to be an outlier in this graph. It appears to

have had a lot of moderate votes in its last election, however it has only a moderate

Freedom House score. This does not necessarily mean that Brazil does not fit the theory

proposed. Other factors of oppression could have caused the current upswing in moderate

votes in Brazil. For example, this graph does not account for how long the period of

oppression was in Brazil. This could certainly playa factor and will be looked at more

indepthly later on.
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The second scatter plot above shows the relationship between the Freedom House

score and the government spending rating given to each country by the Heritage

Foundation. Much like with the last scatter plot, if one follows the theory proposed in this

research one would expect to find the populist nations closer to the origin and the more

moderate nations in the upper right hand corner of the figure. This is because countries

that have better government spending scores (closer to 100) would most likely not be

populist since populist governments tend to spend freely. Also according to the theory

that this research proposes, these more moderate nations would be expected to show

higher Freedom House scores during their periods of oppression since this would be

partially the cause of why they are more moderate today. Once again we can see that the

two case study examples of Chile and Venezuela support this prediction, with Chile being

the furthest from the origin and Venezuela being the closest to it. However after these
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two examples the results of this scatter plot do not point to that much of a correlation.

Nicaragua for example experienced serious oppression, with a Freedom House score just

under five but still shows a very low government spending score. This chart would then

indicate that Nicaragua did not go through as strong a process of political learning, at

least with regards to government spending because it has a low score, which indicates

bad spending habits. However, it is important to not draw conclusions from this one plot,

since excessive spending is not the only trademark of populist regimes. This plot should

just be taken into consideration along with the other plots when making a final conclusion

about Nicaragua and all of the countries.

Corporate Income Tax %Vs Freedom

House Score

Freedom House Score

Figure 5: Freedom House Vs Corporate Income Tax

The next plot above plots the same Freedom House score used in the first two

plots against the current corporate income tax rate in each country. In this plot the more

populist nations would be expected to be in the upper left hand corner of the scatter plot,

while the more moderate nations would be in the lower right, because populists would

impose would be expected to try to nationalize much of the industry in the country and

therefore impose high taxes on the non-nationalized industries. Also populists would
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theoretically need this tax income to fund their high amounts of spending. Theoretically,

populists would impose this high taxation because their nation never experienced a period

of oppression and therefore no political learning occurred. First, one can once again see

that Venezuela and Chile fit this prediction perfectly as both are on the extreme ends of

the figure. One interesting point in this figure however is that Argentina has the highest

corporate tax rate despite having the highest freedom house score. One could start to

argue that maybe Argentina might not actually be that moderate and maybe political

learning played a smaller or different role in Argentina than it did in other countries. Part

of the reason for this could be due to Argentina's history with Peronism. This history will

be discussed in greater detail later in the study. However, once again it is important to not

draw conclusions from asingle figure since no one figure completely represents political

learning, but rather a combination of all of them do. Also, the individual cases will be

further discussed later on after all of the plots are analyzed.
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Figure 6: }i'reedom House Vs Economic Freedom

The figure above shows the final relationship using the Freedom House score.

This time it is plotted against the total economic freedom rating as determined by the
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Heritage Foundation. The economic freedom rating takes into account the corporate

income tax and the government spending rating discussed earlier, as well as other factors

such as corruption, foreign investment and inflation. Individually this may be a more

effective tool to measure populism and political learning than measures such as corporate

income tax and government spending. However, seeing plots that use those two

individual measures helps us better understand the total economic freedom rating. In this

figure the more populist nations should be close to the origin while the more moderate

nations should be in the upper right hand corner. The logic being that the more moderate

nations experienced a period of oppression that caused them to avoid more radical

economic policies. In this figure one can once again see that Venezuela and Chile are on

opposite sides of the figure which shows that at least the two main cases used in this

study appear to have gone through some form of political learning. Also there is a gap

between the cases that would most definitely be considered populist such as Venezuela,

Ecuador and Bolivia, and the rest of the nations being observed. This also seems to be in

favor of the theory that a lack of oppression and therefore political learning in the past

can lead to populist style regimes. Again the one case that seems to not fit where one

would expect is Argentina, which received a very low economic freedom score despite

having a high Freedom House score during its period of oppression.
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Figure 7: Length ofOppression Vs Moderate Votes

The next figure plots the length of the oppressive regime in years against

moderate voting. Length of oppressive regime is an important factor to look at in

combination with the freedom house rating, because some oppression over a long period

of time in some cases may have as negative an effect as intense oppression over a shorter

period of time. In this figure, one would expect the more populist nations to be closer to

the origin because they would not feel pressured to vote moderately due to the fact that

they had experienced relatively short periods of oppression from more radical regimes.

One can once again see that Chile and Venezuela are exactly where one would expect in

the figure. In this case the other countries commonly referred to as populist, like Bolivia,

and Ecuador are also located near the origin. In this case Guatemala appears to be a major

outlier because relatively few votes currently go towards moderate parties despite having

a long lasting oppressive period, which in the case of Guatemala was a civil war. This

outlier could be explained in a couple of ways. First, despite the length of the civil war,

Guatemala actually received relatively low Freedom House scores which could explain
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why political learning has not taken place as thoroughly. Also, one should note that

Guatemala is an extremely poor country with a very large indigenous population. These

two factors could also help explain why so few votes go to moderate parties in

Guatemala. Also, with regards to Guatemala, Nicaragua and El Salvador, one should note

that the periods of oppression being measured in all three countries are civil wars. In

each instance it can be argued that after the wars were over, the opposing sides in each

country were still left intact. There was never really a destruction of the left as was the

case in countries like Chile, Argentina and Uruguay (Carothers 1993, 94). Therefore,

political learning was less likely because many of the same political organizations and

ideas still existed in these countries and were thus harder to forget.
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Figure 8: Length ofOppression Vs Corporate Income Tax

The figure above plots the length of the oppressive regime against the level of

corporate income tax in each country. In this figure the populist nations would be

expected to be in the upper left because they would have high tax rates and little

experience with oppression. Once again the cases of Guatemala and Brazil skew the
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figure somewhat because they each had long oppressive regimes that did not garner

extremely high freedom house scores. Brazil has high corporate taxes in part because

those in power now in Brazil wish to separate themselves from the neoliberal reforms of

the military regime of the 1980's that left the country with enormous wealth disparity in

with its own country (Afonso and Barroso 2008, 178). Guatemala's high taxes are due to

the tax reform of 1992 that took place because of an economic crisis that occurred during

the authoritarian government of the previous two decades, marked by low growth, and a

high deficit (Bahl, Vazquez and Wallace 1996,2). If these two cases are ignored one can

once again see that Venezuela and Chile show up exactly where one would expect given

some knowledge on political learning.
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Figure 9: Length ofOppression Vs Govt Spending

This next figure plots the length of the oppressive regime against the government

spending rating given by the Heritage Foundation. The higher the government spending

rating a country has the more responsibly that country spends its money. Here, given this

study's hypothesis about political learning one would expect the populist nations to be in
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the lower left and the more moderate nations to be in the upper right. In this particular

plot Nicaragua, Brazil and Guatemala all seem to be separate from the rest of the

countries plotted, for reasons that were already briefly discussed. Aside from these

outliers, one can once again note how Venezuela and Chile fit the prediction extremely

well.
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Figure 10: Length ofOppression Vs Economic Freedom

In this figure one would once again expect the populist nations to be near the

origin while the more moderate nations would be near the upper right hand corner. The

results from this figure are very similar to the last two, the only difference is that this

figure probably gives a better overall measure of political learning because economic

freedom combines taxation with spending and other economic policies to give a more

complete understanding for which countries are acting economically imprudent.
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Figure 11:Military Per 1000 Citizens Vs Moderate Votes

The final measure of oppression that will be examined is the ratio of military

personnel per 1000 citizens in a given country. In the first scatter plot using this variable,

it is plotted against the percent of votes going to moderate parties in the most recent

election. Even with this new variable for oppression Chile and Venezuela end up just

about where predicted. The most noteworthy outlier in this plot is the case of Nicaragua.

In this case a low percentage of votes went to a moderate party yet there was a large

proportion of military personnel during the period of oppression. From just looking at this

figure it would appear as if Nicaragua went through little to no political learning, since it

experienced a lot of oppression and yet the people are still voting for radical parties. In

the case of the Nicaragua, these are the same two political groups that started their civil

war and caused the oppression. Nicaragua is an interesting case though because

Nicaragua initially had a personalistic dictatorship in the form of the Somoza regime that

was overthrown in 1979. It is important to note that this study does not count the Somoza

dictatorship as the period of oppression being studied. Instead the period of oppression
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being studied is the Contra war after the Sandinistas took power in 1979. The reasoning is

that even though the leftist Sandinistas were in power at the time, the Right Wing contras

were actually the cause for oppression and the buildup of the Sandinista military. This

period of oppression is more useful to look at than the Somoza regime because it

occurred more closely to the present day and therefore should playa more prominent role

in influencing current politics in Nicaragua. Despite the mixed results as far as the

Somoza regime's effect on Nicaragua's oppression score, it is understandable to want to

include both the Somoza dictatorship and the civil war. The fact that Nicaragua went

through both of these two very different periods of oppression in succession certainly

must have some sort of effect on the Nicaraguan population. It could be argued that the

Somoza regime should be included along with the Contra War period. If both of these

periods were included this would raise the length of the oppressive regime but probably

increase the overall Freedom House score because the Somoza regime is not seen as

oppressive as the war period by Freedom House. Overall though, the case one has to note

that the case of Nicaragua is a much messier example than most of the other countries

chosen. This is largely because of the incredibly long lasting Somoza regime and the fact

that there was actually a Leftist Backlash against it. Nicaragua is an interesting case and

will be discussed in greater detail later because it continually appears as an outlier on the

scatter plots in this study.
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Figure 12: Military Per 1000 Citizens Vs Govt, Spending

Above, military per 1000 citizens is plotted against the Heritage Foundation's

government spending rating. Once again Nicaragua and Guatemala prove to be major

outliers for different reasons. Guatemala has an exceptionally high government spending

rating despite not having that big of an economic freedom rating, and despite the 30 year

civil war in Guatemala they had relatively few military personnel per 1000 citizens

during that time period.' Whereas Nicaragua's high percentage of military personnel

combined with its weak government spending rating make it seem like a nation that

experienced very little political learning.
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Figure 13: Military Per 1000 Citizens Vs Corporate Income Tax

In the above figure, that plots the amount of military per 1000 citizens during the

era of oppression in a given country up against the current corporate income tax in a

given country, one would expect the populist nations to be towards the upper left and the

moderate nations to be towards the lower right. As usual Chile and Venezuela fit this

mold well. Aside from those two examples the other countries fall into place somewhat

where expected, with the exception of course of Nicaragua.
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Figure 14: Military Per 1000 Citizens Vs Economic Freedom

The final figure shows the Heritage Foundation's economic freedom rating

plotted against the military per 1000 citizens in each country. Once again with the

exception of Nicaragua and Guatemala (which have been exceptions in all of the military

per 1000 citizen data), the data seems fairly predictable with Venezuela, Ecuador and

Bolivia clustered in the lower left and Chile and Uruguay in the upper right showing that

they have had more political learning because today they are moderate in part due to the

fact that they had exceptionally oppressive regimes in the past.

XI. ADDITIONAL COUNTRY SPECIFIC ANALYSIS

Throughout the data analysis of the scatter plots there were a few countries that

continually appeare.d as outliers or as oddities. These countries include Guatemala,

Nicaragua, Brazil, and Argentina. It is important to determine whether or not these

countries disprove the theory that political learning can lead to a lack of populism or

whether this information can still fit in with the overall theory
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GUATEMALA

Guatemala is an interesting case because it is a country that had a low percentage

of people voting for moderate parties yet it had economic freedom scores that were not

too extreme and Freedom House scores for its oppressive regime that were not too high.

At first the fact that Guatemala has such a low score seems hard to believe because the

other two countries that had civil wars as their periods of oppression (Nicaragua and El

Salvador) had very high Freedom House scores of oppression. Also, the Guatemalan civil

war is commonly known as being particularly violent, especially towards rural the Mayan

population. Here it is important to take note of what the "Freedom House score" is

actually measuring to see if it is possible to explain why Guatemala scored so low.

According to Freedom House, their civil liberties index measures freedom of expression,

freedom of religion, freedom of assembly and association. Knowing this, it is possible

that Guatemala still had a very oppressive regime in different ways. Guatemala is a

perfect case to show why it would be ideal to have the information on civilian deaths

caused by a regime. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, accurate statistics regarding

civilian death rates were nearly impossible to find for all the countries studied. With

regards to Guatemala's low Freedom House score, one should also take into account the

fact that despite these scores Guatemala did experience a period of oppression that lasted

for over thirty years. Here is why it is important to try and take into account all of the

figures while doing analysis, because despite its low Freedom House score, Guatemala

may have had more oppression than other countries due to the fact that the period of

oppression was so long.
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If Guatemala's oppression scores were as high as expected, then it seems like

Guatemala would be a perfect example of a country that proves that political learning

alone can not explain a country's current government. This is because Guatemala would

then have high scores for oppression and relatively low scores percent of votes going to

moderate parties. However, one should also note that the government received fairly

decent economic freedom scores, indicating economic policies that are not populist in

nature. This could mean that maybe the voting population did not learn from the period of

oppression but the government itself did. One could argue that Guatemalans continued to

vote somewhat radically because Guatemala is an extremely poor nation that has a large

part of its population made up of poor rural Mayan farmers. In fact, about half of the

population of Guatemala is made up of Mayans, most of whom are poor and involved in

the agricultural sector. These groups would probably vote for people who promise

policies of land reform and redistribution. Such a huge economic and ethnic divide in a

country can greatly affect politics. In an effort to reach out and get the vote of the Mayan

population, promises are made specifically to them. However, once in office these

politicians could steer clear of such reforms that they had promised for political reasons.

Also, one needs to look at the history of Guatemala. In 1951 Guatemalans elected

President Jacobo Arbenz. His election was only the second ever free and open election in

the country and marked the first ever peaceful democratic transition of power in the

country's history. Arbenz was a left of center politician who was in favor of land reforms

for landless peasants in his country. However, by most accounts he would not be

considered an extremist. In fact his political idol was Franklin D. Roosevelt. As a

president most of his reforms were concerned with simply eliminating the colonial like
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dependency of Guatemala on foreign countries and corporations (Chomsky 1987, 154).

Although he was not a radical, Arbenz was eventually ousted from his presidency in 1954

by a CIA led coup, largely because of the fact that Arbenz' policies of land reform

conflicted with the U.S. business interests of the United Fruit Company in Guatemala.

The fact that Arbenz was forced out of office by a U.S. led coup even though he was not

radical probably has had a serious impact on the political psyche of the nation. If even

non extremists are going to be overthrown, it might not matter how far one strays to the

left.

It could be argued that despite this, Guatemala has in fact gone through some

form of political learning just based on the fact that the Guatemalan left now after the 30

year civil war, at least no longer resorts to armed conflict against the right. The left in

Guatemala may have actually learned that radical violent tactics are not as effective as

they had once thought. Overall, Guatemala is a country that currently has a very

personalized political system that still lends itself to populist rhetoric because of a

combination of a large Mayan population that struggles to have its voice heard, an

extremely powerful military and elite alliance that continue to control most of the

political system, and a far left movement that never really disappeared after the Cold

War.

NICARAGUA

One can see that Nicaragua consistentlyshowed high scores in the oppression

categories and received relatively favorable economic freedom scores. Seeing this, one

might jump to the conclusion that Nicaragua was a case like Chile or Uruguay that
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suffered horrible oppression but learned from the dangers of radical government.

However, like Guatemala, Nicaragua received a low percentage of votes for moderate

parties in its last election. In fact Nicaraguans elected Daniel Ortega, the former leader of

the Sandinista movement whose socialist platform led to a civil war against the U.S.

backed contras during the end of the Cold War. Once again it seems that a situation

occurred where the population was affected less by political learning than was the

political leader, who actually toned down his socialist politics once in office. Again, like

Guatemala, the history of U.S. involvement in the region could be a big factor as to why

Nicaragua is the way it is. After the civil war in Nicaragua, the left was not eliminated so

the same people and ideas that clashed with the right to create the conflict and oppression

in the country still exist. It could be that despite technically being the same political party

as they were before the civil war, the Sandinistas now have learned to tone down their

policies once in office for fear of a second foreign intervention. Essentially some political

learning still could occur despite maintaining the same two dominant groups that were

fighting in the civil war.

On top of this, much like the case in Guatemala, Nicaragua is a very poor nation

with a large portion of its population comprised of poor rural farmers. This could cause

them to vote for a populist style campaign of someone like Daniel Ortega. However, once

in office Ortega chose to avoid the same types of policies that he had originally proposed

in the 1980s. Again this could be due to the fear of foreign intervention, which shows

political learning.

Overall it should be noted that the case of Nicaragua is not an ideal fit with this

study. Admittedly, using the civil war period as the period of oppression is problematic
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because the leftwing Sandinistas were actually in office at the time. Therefore it is hard to

place all the blame of oppression on the rightwing contras. It is definitely problematic to

place all the blame of oppression on the contras in the case of Nicaragua while placing

none of the blame for oppression on the rebels in Guatemala. Having said this, I still

believe that including Nicaragua as a case is still important because it is one of the most

well known cases of clashes between left and rightwing political groups in Latin America

and is still clearly dealing with those clashes today.

BRAZIL

Brazil is an interesting case because it received relatively low levels of oppression

in comparison to other Latin American countries and also received very low economic

freedom scores, indicating somewhat more populist or socialist economic policies. If one

knew only this, one would assume that Brazil was a typical populist style nation, not

unlike Venezuela. However, one sees that a huge chunk of the votes for president in the

last election went towards moderate parties. This could indicate that President Lula did

not learn from the oppressive period while the population of Brazil did. Therefore Lula is

currently pursuing populist policies even though people voted him in as the more

moderate candidate from the left. It could also indicate that Brazil's current ruling party

(the Workers Party) was mislabeled in this study as being moderate, simply because it

was more moderate than the other left wing party that ran for office in the last election.

This goes to show how difficult determining moderate/non-moderate parties can be, and

what a huge effect it can have on evaluating the data.
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ARGENTINA

One of the countries that was most difficult to evaluate throughout the study was

Argentina. Initially, it was thought to be a relatively moderate government under

President Kirchner and the "Front for Victory" party that claims to be neither socialist nor

right wing. However, one can see that despite its very high Freedom House scores (which

indicate more oppression) during Argentina's period of oppression, the country

continually landed near populist nations in terms of economic freedom. This could be

another case where maybe the population learned moderation but Kirchner herself did not

or it could just be that maybe the current trend of the Front for Victory tends to be a more

populist or socialist movement and therefore the population did not vote that moderately

after all. Regardless, it appears that with the case of Argentina, using the process of

political learning to explain its current government could be problematic.

Part of the reason why Argentina is such a difficult case to analyze with regards to

political learning could be due to the history of Peronism in the country that started under

President Juan Peron in 1946. Current Peronism is a form of government that tends to

increase the centralized power, opens its market to trade, increases elements of social

welfare and is corporatist in nature, meaning that people tend to be represented through

organizations based on occupation, such as trade unions (Usami 2004, 236). This leads to

a country where elements of the right and left are mixed in the current government, which

could certainly lead to the trouble in classifying the current administration. Also, the

authoritarian government in Argentina did not actually come into power after the failures

of a true leftist regime. Instead, the authoritarian government followed the administration

ofIsabel Peron who only came into power after the death of her husband Juan Peron.
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Isabel's struggles as president and inability to maintain and transfer power democratically

could have had more to do with the fact that she was not fully qualified to be president of

a nation as opposed to her pushing a leftist agenda (Munk 1998, 53). Therefore

Argentines would have no reason to have learned that Peronism itself was a form of

government to avoid. Basically, despite the oppression in Argentina there is still a fond

memory of a unique form of government that does not appear anywhere else in Latin

America.

XII. CONCLUSION

Despite the appearance of a few outliers in various plots one can conclude that at

the very least political learning plays some sort of role in helping determine whether a

country is moderate or populist in Latin America. One can reach this conclusion because

the two countries chosen as the most different cases (Chile and Venezuela) were very

accurately predicted by the theory and were continually on opposite ends of all of the

figures. In addition to this the other well known populist cases of Bolivia and Ecuador

were consistently located somewhat close to Venezuela in the vast majority of the

figures, while the very moderate Uruguay was also almost always located right nearChile

on all of the plots, meaning that it too went through serious levels of oppression that

could have helped it learn its current moderation.

Despite these positive results, one should note that the data is not perfect enough

to suggest that any type of exact correlation between oppression in a past regime and

moderation in a current one is present. Therefore, it should only be concluded that

political learning can now be understood as one of many factors such as poverty and
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abundance of natural resources that help determine the likelihood of a nation being

populist or moderate at any given time. The recent rise of populism in Latin America has

received a fair amount of media coverage. It seems that U.S. media has taken note of the

movement and is looking for reasons to explain its occurrence:

"From Venezuela to Argentina, many of the traditional parties that built dynasties

through patronage and hard-knuckle politics - but also offered stability, a clear

ideology and experienced functionaries ready to govern - are disintegrating.

Disillusioned by corruption and a failure to deliver prosperity, voters are

increasingly captivated by new, mostly leftist movements promising to

redistribute wealth, punishing traditional parties and turning political systems on

their heads" (Forerro 2006)

Given the media's interest in the subject, this research is particularly useful

because it can help explain the phenomenon of the growth of populism. The research

suggests that greater attention to the specific history of each country will provide with

better answers to questions about when and where populist candidates will find success

and implement their policies. Such policies are at odds with the Washington consensus,

which has been the standard economic policy prescription given by the U.S. and

multinational financial institutions, and typically promotes policies such as deregulation,

trade liberalization, fiscal spending, privatization and lower taxes. Because populist

policies conflict with the Washington consensus and the general manner that the U.S.

defines its economic and political interests in the region, it is important for policy makers

as well as students of Latin America to take these facts into account. Essentially, if one

wishes to better explain:, understand, and predict the future of Latin American politics one
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must also take into account each country's unique history and set of circumstances

instead of simply looking at more broad factors that can be measured across all nations.
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